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Cover title; statement of responsibility
from spine.
On board the Moonlight Train, sleepy readers explore the jungle deep where beasts
and critters creep.
Folding out car by car, this accordion-style
book takes readers on a tour of Santa’s
Christmas train. Each car has lots to
see—elves making toys, penguins playing,
reindeer preparing for the big day—as Santa searches for his missing boot. With a
running landscape dotted with objects for
children to ﬁnd and count on the back of
the book, All Aboard! The Christmas Train
is a fun, interactive ride from beginning to
end.
Discusses the history of passenger train
travel and the current state of passenger
rail.
Text and labeled pictures present trucks
and other equipment used by the ﬁre department.
Hop on board to explore the airport in this
accordion-style book with ﬂaps to lift on every page All aboard! This book moves car
by car, taking readers on a tour of an airport train—inside and out. Readers are
asked to help a girl bound for summer
camp ﬁnd her missing plane ticket, and as
they search, they are introduced to all the
passengers on the train. There are vacationing penguins, glamorous movie stars,
traveling musicians, and other silly surprises sure to delight on every read. Keep
reading to the end to discover a panoramic view of the airport—the control tower,
runways, and parking lots—dotted with objects for readers to ﬁnd and count. A fun,
interactive ride from beginning to end!
A journey through part of the Colorado
Rockies aboard a steam locomotive of the
Durango & Silverton Narrow Gauge Railroad. Includes historical and descriptive
notes on the Durango & Silverton trains.
Discover Math Matters! With over 15 million books sold worldwide, this award-winning series of easy-to-read books will help
young readers ages 5–8 approach math
with enthusiasm. Great for fans of MathStart or Step into Reading Math. Kit and Jay
can't wait for their big train adventure! But
if Kit won't stick to the schedule, how will

they make it to the wedding on time? With
engaging stories that connect math to
kids’ everyday lives, each book in the
Teachers’ Choice Award–winning Math Matters series focuses on a single concept and
reinforces math vocabulary and skills.
Bonus activities in the back of each book
feature math and reading comprehension
questions, and even more free activities
online add to the fun! (Math topic: Schedules)
An alphabet book introducing the world of
trains.
The train has left! Where is it going? Under
the road, through the forest, past the sea,
through ﬁelds of sheep, up and down hills....Children will love twisting and turning
this fabulous board book as they follow the
train on its journey, guessing where it will
go next and following all the diﬀerent characters in the carriages from one spread To
The next.
Hop on board our amazing train for a funﬁlled learning journey! We're at the station
and ready to go. We're oﬀ to explore numbers, space and so much more. All aboard
everyone! 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 ... lift oﬀ! Shoot into
space on the rocket train and learn about
numbers and counting as you zoom past
planets and stars! This beautifully illustrated and engaging story introduces key early-learning concepts and is great to share
with young children. With lots to learn,
spot, count and talk about on every page,
this brilliant train ride is worth taking
again and again!
This is the deﬁnitive guide to North American train travel, complete with booking
procedures, on-board etiquette, maps,
ﬂoor plans for typical coach and sleeping
cars, and more. This new edition reﬂects
all the recent changes at Amtrak, North
America's largest passenger rail system.
An alphabet book provides a presentation
of the common structures one sees and uses while getting from place to place, using
such images as an "O" for a looped overpass and a "B" to denote the arches of a
bridge.
"This book discusses how freight trains are
run and operated and gives examples"-Welcome to the Northern Central Railway a journey into history! Along the way,

you'll learn all about trains... andhave a lot
of fun, too. You will meet interesting people, see exciting new sights, and discover
things you never knewbefore. You're in for
quite a ride!Trains are really exciting!
Sure, they make lots of noisewith their
whistles, clickety-clacks, and all that chuggingalong the rails. But that's what so
many people like aboutthem. They're also
a fun way to travel - very diﬀerentfrom
cars or bicycles - and that's something
else to likeabout them. They're also big...
a lot bigger than almost anyother form of
transportation. That's pretty cool!So, come
on board. When you're ﬁnished reading
this book, you'll know a lot about a very
special railroad - theNorthern Central Railway of York (NCR). In fact, you willbe an
oﬃcial NCR expert!The adventure is waiting. It's time to turn the page andbegin
your journey.
The illustrious E6 NO. 466 locomotive
(“Lundbergh Engine”) is a historic tribute
to humanity’s ingenuity, strength, and determination…and she’s making her ﬁnal
journey from Newark to Atlantic City, New
Jersey before her permanent retirement.
Within the crevices of her iron body and
ﬁery belly, there is something most peculiar about the Lundbergh Engine. A young
passenger, named Tommy, soon discovers
that Walter, the train’s conductor, is in possession of a special pocket watch that harbors a strange secret connected with the
mysterious occurrences on board the antique train. Find out what happens next
when the secret of the pocket watch falls
into the wrong hands, as you embark on
this railroad adventure, descending the
tracks of time! This book is also available
as a fully dramatized audio book.
Come aboard the opposites train for an advanture in a land full of dinosaurs, from
fast to slow, from noisy to quiet, and from
tiny to gigantic!
All aboard with the Berenstain Bears in
this adventurous addition to the classic
New York Times bestselling series! The
Bears are on a steam train trip across Bear
Country. Mama and Papa enjoy the scenery, but the cubs want to learn about the
train. If they are lucky, Grizzly Jones might
let them blow the whistle. Woo-hoo! Begin-
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ning readers will feel like they are on
board with the Bear family as they pass
new sights and ﬁnd out all about how the
train runs. The Berenstain Bears: All
Aboard! is a Level One I Can Read book,
which means it's perfect for children learning to sound out words and sentences.
Timmy and Tammy love to play with toy
trains and hear train stories, and when
their parents take them on a real train ride
the experience is everything they
imagined it could be.
A book for beginning readers, chock-full of
vibrant illustrations that tell stories without the use of words, depicting tons of
train rides throughout a busy day—from
boarding the platform to wandering the
aisles, surveying the pretty scenery whizzing by, and more
This book takes readers on a tour of
what’s inside a train. Each car has something to ﬁnd—things that make loud noises, things in diﬀerent shapes—and along
the way, a little child searches for his missing hat. The back of the book is a running
landscape dotted with objects for children
to ﬁnd and count. All Aboard! Let’s Ride a
Train is a fun, interactive ride from beginning to end.
Realistic pictures and simple information
about all kinds of trucks will keepchildren
busy for hours.
Take a train ride with Mickey in this accordion-fold board book, with ﬂaps to lift on
every page All aboard! While reading a
simple story about Mickey's train ride to
the countryside, fold this book out car by
car to explore the train inside and out--and
meet Minnie, Donald, Goofy, and more of
Mickey's pals along the way! Each page
has a ﬂap to lift for added seek-and-ﬁnd
fun, and the back sides of the pages feature a running landscape with plenty of
fun objects to discover and count. A magical, interactive ride from beginning to end!
A night train, a freight train, a high-speed
train. Racing across the country, from
coast to coast. All aboard!Climb aboard a
red-striped Commuter Train in the East.
Switch to a blue Passenger Train rolling
through midwestern farmland. Then hop
on a Freight Train, soar over mountains on
an Overnight Train, and ﬁnish on a High-Speed Train as it races to the West Coast.Trains are moving. Fast and loud, colorful
and powerful. Experience their sights,
sounds, smells--and the engineers and conductors who make them go--as they roll
across the country.
Simple text and illustrations explore the
life of Canadian inventor Elijah Mccoy, the
son of slaves. Includes explanation of the
saying, "The real McCoy."
In City Trains, beginning readers will learn
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about city train and subway systems, such
as the New York City Subway and Chicago
'L' that transport people in busy cities,
both under and above crowded streets. Vibrant, full-color photos and carefully leveled text will engage young readers as
they learn about city trains and their use.
A labeled New York City Subway map
shows readers where the subway runs in
the city's boroughs, while a picture glossary reinforces new vocabulary. Children
can learn more about city trains online using our safe search engine that provides
relevant, age-appropriate websites. City
Trains also features reading tips for teachers and parents, a table of contents, and
an index. City Trains is part of Jump!'s All
Aboard series.
All aboard for a fun and fascinating exploration of the many kinds of trains and
what they do. There are also clear deﬁnitions and "cool things about trains" that
new readers will enjoy discovering.
This train takes kids on a prehistoric voyage with Buddy and his adoptive Pteranodon family! Based on the popular PBS television series, this book lets kids join Buddy
and his family on an episode-based adventure. Within the story are learning concepts to teach kids about science, the natural world, and, of course, dinosaurs!
It's all aboard! for mystery when Dinah Galloway takes the cross-country train from
Vancouver to Toronto, to appear on a TV
talent show. But will she make it-or be permanently derailed? Along with her sister
Madge, and her fellow junior musicians,
tree fanatic Pantelli Audia and history buﬀ
Talbot St. John, Dinah is shadowed by
someone who wants to get hold of an
$80,000 treasure left by her late dad. But
what is the treasure? The redheaded, singing sleuth realizes that the secret dwells
somewhere in her dad's murky past, and
involves a funny, if less than respectable,
ex-con named Ardle McBean, and a mysterious man with a bowl cut. The mystery accelerates when Dinah's sweet, elderly
piano teacher, also on the train, disappears and the danger to Dinah increases.
She struggles to keep on the tracks of the
mystery before the shadows, past and present, overwhelm her.
Freight trains, passanger trains, and super-speed trains--they're all here in this
colorful collection, ﬁlled with easy-to-read
facts and realistic pictures, just right for
young train lovers.
All Aboard the Toy Train is a collection of
poems about toys - from teddy bears and
dolls to wendy houses, building bricks and
electronic gadgets. All of the poems vary
in form and length as well as in the issues
they tackle.
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Discusses the history of American quilts.
Travel back to the wonder years of rail in
this beautiful compendium of art and illustration. Through luggage labels, maps,
posters, advertisements, promotional
brochures, napkins, and other colorful
ephemera, All Aboard! celebrates our romance with the railroad. Its pages provide
a nostalgic look at rail travel as it used to
be, from the exciting early days at the turn
of the century through its heyday in the
'30s and through World War II. Lynn Johnson and Michael O'Leary have collected
hundreds of period images, from Deco-era
logos that evoke the sleek, streamlined
style of the day to wartime propaganda
posters highlighting the muscularity of
freight locomotives that transported
weapons and tanks for American troops.
All Aboard! also explores the art of the Orient Express and great European lines, the
rugged rails of Canada, and exotic points
abroad. This exciting new resource for
train enthusiasts and everyone on the lookout for terriﬁc images recreates the splendor of the modern locomotive era.
Unfolds into a 5-foot train with ﬂaps to
peek into each car.
When dinosaurs seek adventure by taking
a train ride, they ﬁnd the trip has some unexpected surprises along the way.
The most amazing trains are coming
through--with big, bright art and fun facts!
Chugga, chugga choo--can you hear the
train coming through? Take your train-loving toddler on a ride through the wide
world of locomotives. From a chuﬃng,
puﬃng steam train to a cargo-carrying diesel train to a lightning-fast bullet train,
your child will meet some of the coolest
trains from early days to modern times.
Kids will be fascinated by the fun facts, including what each train looked like, where
they traveled, and how they zoomed while
big, colorful, dynamic train illustrations
bring the railroad right into your tiny train
rider's room. Trains Coming Through includes: Colorful choo choos--Vibrant, detailed illustrations of each train show moving parts, as well as a range of settings,
railroad workers, animals, and more.
Rhymes about rails--A fun rhyming refrain
introduces kids to a variety of trains, including helper, long-distance, switcher,
high and low, and electric trains like subways. Facts on tracks--Did you know the
Maglev, the world's fastest locomotive,
ﬂoats above the tracks? Your child will
love learning simple, fun facts about trains
through the ages. Step aboard the train to
fun and learn about a world of locomotives
with your little one.
Introduces trains, discussing how they
work, the history of railroad transporta-
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tion, and working on a train.
Join Bing on a toilet training adventure in
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this interactive sound book - perfect for en-
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couraging young children to use the toilet
with conﬁdence.

